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Abstract 
This paper first examines the properties of biased regressors that proceed by re- 
stricting the search for the optimal regressor to a subspace. These properties suggest 
features such biased regression methods should incorporate. Motivated by these ob- 
servations, this work proposes a new formulation for biased regression derived from 
the principle of statistical significance. This new formulation, significance regression 
(SR), leads to partial least squares (PLS) under certain model assumptions and to 
more general methods under various other model kumptions. For models with mul- 
tiple outputs, SR will be shown to have certain advantages over PLS. Using the new 
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formulation a significance test is advanced for determining the number of directions 
to be used; for PLS, crossvalidation has been the primary method for determining 
this quantity. The prediction and estimation properties of SR are discussed. A brief 
numerical example illustrates the relationship between SR and PLS. 
1 Introduction 
This paper studies the linear regression model 
where X E S n a X  ni and y E S n a  are known, r E 91% is an unknown vector, and e E 92". 
is an unobservable error vector. Unless otherwise stated, E (e) = 0 and E (eeT) = o:I script E 
where E (.) denotes the expectation. Throughout this paper the variables that comprise 
X will be cdl the "inputs" and y will be cd!d the "output." This is merely a coovenient 
nomenclature; these variables can equivalently be called "explanatory variables" and the 
"dependent variable." This paper examines both the prediction problem (determining a 
?, that can be used to predict future y's from future X's) and the estimation problem 
(determining a 6 that is close to r in some well-defined sense). In particular, this paper 
investigates linear regression methods wherein the search for b is confined to a subspace 
of 2%. Section 4 extends the results of the paper to multiple output problems. 
For the model in equation 1 the minimum-variance unbiased estimate of r has long 
been known to result from ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression, namely 
Equation 2 assumes ( x T x )  is non-singular; this assumption is maintained throughout the 
paper. The variance of 7, Var(?) = C T ~ ( X ~ X ) - ' ~  can be unacceptably largej especially 
if collinearities are present in the input data. The variance can be reduced if the search 
for the estimate of the regression vector, 6, is restricted to a subspace of Pi. Let the 
orthonormal columns of W E 91*xnw, where n, 2 h, span the allowable range for the 
regression vector estimate. That is, let 
b = arg min - xb112. 
b~Range(W) 
The regressor that satisfies the search constraints is 
6 = w ( w T x T x w ) - '  wTxTy. 
For convenience, we will call this class of regressors "restriction regressors." A vari- 
ety of widely-used regression methods belong to this class iricluding stepwise regression 
[Draper and Smith, 19661, Principal Components Regression (PCR) [Joliffe, 19821, and 
Partial Least Squares (PLS) [Wold et al., 19841. Additionally, several restriction regressors 
have been put forward recently including Continuum Regression [Stone and Brooks, 19901 
and a related method due to Lorber and coworkers [Lorber et al., 19871. All of these 
methods have been successful on specific examples. However, many of these methods 
have heuristic motivations and are difficult to describe, analyze, or compare using clas- 
sical statistical methods. Important progress has recently been made developing a sta- 
tistical view for some of these restriction regressors. In particular, Fkiedman has devel- 
oped a Eayesian vie-,point that compares restriction regresmrs via a "shrinkage" analysis 
[Frank and Friedman, 19921 and Helland has derived a particular restriction regressor from 
the maximum likelihood principle [Helland, 19923. Still our understanding of restriction 
regressors (and PLS in particular) remains incomplete. Additionally this lack of a statis- 
tical foundation has led many of these methods, particularly PLS-related approaches, to 
rely on cross-validation to answer questions traditionally analyzed by hypothesis testing. 
This paper begins by reviewing properties of restriction regressors. Next, a new re- 
striction regression method, Significance Regression (SR), is developed from the classical 
concept of statistical significance. This met hod rests directly on a testable null hypothesis 
and leads to PLS. The SR method is next extended to problems with multiple outputs. 
For a generalization that emphasizes incrementally building meaningful subspaces of the 
inputs and outputs (2.e. factor analysis), PLS is similar to SR. For a generalization 
that emphasizes building "significant" regressors, SR produces a new regression method. 
Lastly, two numerical examples are presented to illustrate the similarities and differences 
between PLS and SR. 
2 Properties of "Restriction Regressors" 
Before discussing the properties of restriction regressors, we define two performance mea- 
sures: the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and the PRedicted Error Sum of Squares (PRESS). 
The MSE is defined as 
while the PRESS is defined as 
where = Xb. Typically the X and y used for evaluating the PRESS are different from the 
X and y used to create 6. To increase understanding of the PRESS, consider computing 
the PRESS using a new set of data, X,,. Then 
In this light, the PRESS and MSE are clearly related. As shown by Gruber [Gruber, 19901 
this relation can be made precise by means of Theobald's Theorem [Theobald, 19741: 
Briefly, if for two estimates 61 and & the difference 
is a non-negative definite matrix, then E (PRESS(&)) 2 E (PRESS(&)). Additionally, 
one can see that using equation 7 involves assuming future inputs will be "similar" to past 
inputs. If X,T,,Xnew is descriptive of future X's, then equation 7 is clearly a measure 
of predictive performance. However, if the future inputs will have markedly different 
characteristics, or if the point of computing 6 is to estimate r ,  then the PRESS may give 
misleading indications. Thus, the suitability of the PRESS or MSE will depend on the 
application. See, for example, chapters 12 and 13 of Ljung [Ljung, 19871. 
Throughout the remainder of this section, assume that W E Sinixnw has been chosen 
independent of the errors and that the columns of W are orthonormal. Additionally, 
define W I  such that [W w']~[w w'] = I and T = Wql + wLq2, where ql E Bnw and 
qz E BW-"w. One outstanding property of restriction regressors is 
One expects that since 6 can only vary over a subspace of 92% that the variance of a 
restriction regressor would be less than the variance of the OLS regressor. However, even 
when i; is projected into Range(W) the variance of the resulting regressor still dominates 
the variance of the corresponding restriction regressor. This key fact, which is the source 
of much of the MSE and PRESS advantage of restriction regressors, is proven in appendix 
C.1. When the bias is "small," the variance advantage of restriction regressors can lead 
to  dramatic improvements over OLS. 
Since 6 is computed with the constraint 6 E Range(W), one expects 6 to be a biased 
estimate of r .  However, in addition to being unable to account for any of the r E 
Range(wL), 6 has an additional bias due to trying to "stretch" in Range(W) to account 
for the "missing" r .  This "stretching" occurs because the least squares estimator when 
the search space is restricted to a subspace of 92"' is not the projection of F into the search 
space. Consider for the moment the case 4 = 0. Then 
6 = arg min (g - ~ b ) ~ ( g  - Xb) 
bERange( W) 
which is different from the projetion of r into the search space, WWTr. In general 
E (6) = W(WTXTXW)-' v X T X r .  Thus, there will typically be two bias terms. 
The first bias term is due to the "stretching " of 6 to account for variations in the output 
attributable to  42 that can be partially described from Range(W), while the second bias 
term is the direct contribution of 92, the portion of r that lies outside Range(W). Notice 
that the two bias terms in equation 14 have complementary range spaces. Thus if 92 # 0 
then the two bias terms can never "cancel out"; however for the special case of PCR, 
WxTxwL = 0. 
Consider the situation where 6 has been constructed and a new input vector x, is 
available. Computing the PRESS using xnew leads to 
Clearly, when 92 = 0 then the bias terms vanish and 6 is superior to r'. For prediction, 
even if there is a large bias term, the prediction bias will still tend to be small if xnew 
is not collinear with the bias. Thus restriction regressors are attractive for prediction 
problems even when one can not assure that the bias is "small." One should note that 
requiring x,,, E Range(W) does not assure unbiased prediction; there will often still be 
bias arising from the "stretching" term. 
Next, consider 6 as a point estimator for r. In particular, evaluate 
As in the point prediction problem, two bias terms associated with 92 appear. For the 
restriction estimator to have an MSE advantage over OLS, 92 must be "small." Thus a 
successful restriction regressor (in the MSE sense) must strive to satisfy r E Range( W ) .  
Move next to  the problem of estimating an interval within which rTxne, lies with a 
certain probability. If one assumes that e is normally distributed, then one can use i; in the 
classical manner and declare that r'Tx,w - rTxneW has a zero-mean normal distribution 
- T with variance x ~ e w ( ~ T ~ ) - ' x n e w a ~ .  Using, 6, one can easily see that rTx,, - b z,,, 
has a normal distribution with mean x ~ ~ , w ( W ~ X ~ X W ) - '  WTXTX - I ) r  and variance 
x2 ,  W( WTXTX W)" WTx,,u~. Since r enters explicitly into the mean of the distri- 
bution, this can not be used directly for a practical interval predictor. However if one is 
willing to  conjecture that the bias is "small," then one can assume rTx,, - 6Tx,e, has a 
zersmean normal distribution with variance x:~, ii.'(i.VTXTXJV j-? Wflxnewu~. Under 
this assumption (which is equivalent to 92 = O), one has a smaller prediction interval using 
6 than when using r' since (xTx)- '  2 w ( W T x T x  w)-' WT, as shown in the appendix 
(2.1. 
Lastly, turn to the problem of constructing a region of $Ini within which r lies with a 
certain probability. The classical approach is based on the observation that if e is normally 
distributed then 
(T I  - T ) ~ X ~ X ( +  - r) 
4 
has a X2 distribution with ni degrees of freedom. One can adapt this approach to restric- 
tion regressors in a variety of ways, but the resulting confidence regions are generally more 
conservative. This outcome is not surprising. The traditional confidence bounds provide 
a region which contains r with a certain probability. A restriction regressor may choose a 
"better" point estimator from this region than the OLS point estimate, but the restriction 
regression process typically does not alter the original confidence region. 
Returning to the issue of building the biased regressor, the difficulty with equation 4 is 
that one must specify W. One approach for specifying W is to c h m  W so as to optimize 
the MSE: 
The solution is wMSE = fi [Bibby and Toutenburg, 19771. This "optimal" solution is 
interesting but not very useful because r is unknown, leaving the question of how to choose 
W unresolved. Still this "optimal" solution, as well as the properties discussed above, 
T highlight the key feature one desires from a restriction regressor: that 92 = W' r = 0. 
Instead of computing the MSEoptimal W directly, one could try to build W incremen- 
tally by some other criterion in the hope of constructing a W such that r E Range(W). 
Consider for the moment an additional vector w such that WTw = 0 and llwll = 1. One 
then asks: does using the search space Range([Wlw]) lead to a 6 with an MSE less than 
or equal to the MSE of 6 using the search space Range(W)? The answer is "yes" if 
[WIW]TXTX)[WIW])-~ [wIwIT - w ( w ~ x ~ x w ) - ~  wT 
(22) 
The left hand side clearly reflects the bias removed from 6 and the right hand side reflects 
the variance added to 8 by including Range(w) in the search space. Although equation 
22 is not directly useful because r appears explicitly, it points the way: directions for 
which wTr = 0 should not be included in the search space, and directions for which wTr 
is "large" and the variance is "small" should be included in the search space. These two 
observations provide the motivation for the particular restriction regressor developed in 
this paper. 
3 Significance Regression for Scalar Output Problems 
This section develops significance regression (SR) for scalar output problems. The first 
subsection develops a method for evaluating the left-hand side (LHS) of equation 22. The 
result is a test statistic which forms the basis for SR. The second subsection derives the 
algorithm for generating W; this is the heart of the SR method. The next subsection 
presents a hypothesis testing approach for determining n d ,  the number of columns to use 
in W. The final subsection discusses additional properties of SR. 
3.1 Testing the significance of a given w 
.As revealed in equation 22, one would like to evaluate if a particular subspace, described 
by w, is orthogonal to r.  If the two vectors are perpendicular, then one should not include 
such a w in the search space Range(W) This criterion translates directly into the null 
hypothesis script H 
7.t: : < r , w > = O  (23) 
where < r,  w > is the vector inner product, rTw. For this null hypothesis, a natural test 
statistic is 
where 
This ~ ( w ,  y) leads to simple test for 31;. If w was chosen independently of y and the errors 
(elements of e) are oormally d k t r i h t d ,  t h o  ? is normally dltributed a d  7(w,  y) has a 
X2 distribution with one degree of freedom. If the noise variance 02 is unknown, then the 
unbiased estimate = &(y - ~ i ) * ( y  - Xi)  may be used instead; for normal errors, 
5: arises from a X2 distribution. Since < i;, w > varies as the error vector e projected into 
Range(X), while 6: varies as the error vector e projected into the orthogonal complement 
of Range(X), the two terms are independent. If 5: is used in equation 24 then ~ ( w ,  y) is 
associated with the Snedecor's Fdistribution. Throughout this paper 8: can be used in 
place of 0: and the relevant distributions modified in the obvious manner. 
Using these distributions one can use classical significance testing procedures t o  evalu- 
ate 3.1; and to identify w that should be excluded from W. This technique is currently used 
successfully in the context of principal component regression. In PCR, the W is formed 
from a subset of the eigenvectors of X ~ X ;  thus, any w considered for inclusion in W is 
independent of y. One chooses a significance threshold and includes in W only those eigen- 
vectors w for which ~ ( w ,  y) rejects 7iA. This is identical to the PCR approach in which 
one uses only principal components that are "significant" for prediction [Massy, 19651. 
3.2 The Significance Regression method 
The previous subsection discussed how to  use ~ ( w ,  y) to  choose from among a set of pre- 
specified w's. However, equation 22 revealed that one should seek w for which " r  is large 
and the variance is small." One can do this directly by computing w that cause T(W, i y )  
to  be "large." In this sense the "most significant subspace" is described by 
w,Opt = arg max T(W, y). 
W E  92-6 (28) 
Equation 24 reveals that w y  will not be unique; multiplying any w by a scalar will not 
affect the value of T(  W, y). Still, the necessary condition for an unconstrained extremum 
must be met. Computing the gradient of ~ ( w ,  y) gives 
and applying equation 29 gives 
As discussed in section 2, the goal is to determine a W such that r E Range( W). There- 
fore W may need to  have more than one column. Consistent with section 2, one searches 
for w that maximize T(W, y) and are orthogonal t o  the current W,-l = [wytl. .  - ~wpfl:]. 
Then the ith "significant subspace" is described by 
wPpt = arg max 
w ~ ~ a n ~ e ( l - W , - 1  W E , )  ~ ( w ,  ?/I- 
Invoking the necessary condition for a constrained extremum yields 
As shown in appendix C.2, the PLS loading vectors satisfy equation 34. Thus one can use 
PLS to find nd "significant vectors". . Here we employ Helland's algorithm [Helland, 19881. 
Algorithm 1 (Significance Regression for Scalar Output Problems) 
END DO. 
- 
b = 
wi = opt opt [wl IWZ I 1 ~ 4 ~ 1  
3.3 Choosing nd 
The above developments have assumed that a d  is known; however, in practice nd needs 
to be determined. In the PLS context, the most popular method is cross-validation 
[Wold, 19781. For any given nd, 6 is computed with a subset of the available data, and 
the PRESS is computed for that 6 using the remainder of the the data. Next the PRESS 
for different nd's is compared to determine the "bestn value of nd. 6 is then recomputed 
using ail availabie data and the "best:' nd. As discussed in section 2, the PRESS is an 
intuitively appealing measure when one is building predictors, but may not necessarily be 
the best measure for evaluating estimates of T. Clearly practitioners would benefit from 
the development of additional techniques for choosing nd. 
As shown in section 2, a useful condition for any restriction regressor to satisfy is 
92 = 0. This leads directly to the null hypothesis 
for evaluating if nd = i - 1. Let rYt(y) = r(wi"pt, y). If 
where (Ythresh is some pre-specified significance threshold and t is drawn from the distri- 
bution for ~ . ~ ~ ( y )  when 3.1;" holds, then 3.1;' can be rejected and nd > i .  Since W,-1 
depends on y, evaluation of this distribution can be involved. However as shown below, 
when the elements of e are independently identically normally distributed rlm(y) has a X 2  
distribution with n, degrees of freedom and the distribution of rYt(y) can be effectively 
approximated by a X2 distribution with n, = ni - i + 1 degrees of freedom. 
The remainder of this subsection assumes that the elements of e are independently 
identically normally distributed. We know from algorithm 1 that wY(y) = XTy / 11 XTp/I .  
Turning attention to the r,"Pt(y) that results from maximizing the significance criterion, 
Thus rfPt(y) has a non-central X2 distribution with n, degrees of freedom and non- 
centrality parameter rTxTXr.  Once again, if 52 is used in place of 02, then rFPt(y) 
has a non-central F distribution with (ni, n, - ni) degrees of freedom. 
When 3.1:' holds ( r  = 0), then 
and s,Op"(y) has a x2 distribution with degrees of freedom. If syt(y) rejects 
then either an unusual e has occurred (eg. an outlier) that made rlm(ljl) unduly large or 
the non-centrality parameter rTXTXr is "large" relative to  the likely values of ~:*~(y) 
under 3.1;". Thus, 3.1;" tends to be rejected when the value of rlopt(y) is dominated by 
the (deterministic) non-centrality parameter rather than the (probabilistic) noise. This 
"deterministic dominance7' is reflected in w ~ ( ~ ) ~ x ~ ~  / IJXTyll because XTp = XTXr + 
XTe: as rTxTxr becomes large, wiPt(yj is less influenced by e. Thus, if a direction exists 
which strongly refutes ?liyl, then SR will tend to identify this direction, and the subspace 
represented by wFt(y) will tend to be weakly affected by e. 
When H:*' is refuted, one would include wYpt(y) in W and evaluate the Usemnd-most 
significant subspace," w?. Once again, the question of computing the distribution for 
riPt(y) arises. Strictly speaking wY('(y) is not independent of y. However, "wF(y) will 
tend to be weakly affected by en so one may compute the distribution assuming w y t  is 
independent of y. Let ~ange(W?) = Range(I - W,-1 W c l )  and wklT w;L--~ = I .  Under 
the assumption that W,-1 is independent of e, 
and sYt((y has a non-central x2 distribution (as above) with 5 = n, - i + 1 degrees of 
freedom and non-centrality parameter rT wLl (W: l T ( ~ T ~ ) - l  wk1) wk1 'r. Once 
again? if 3.1;" holds, then ~ f ~ ~ ( ~ )  has a x2 distribution, but if a direction strongly violates 
the null hypothesis, w;*'(y) will be relatively unaffected by e. 
These observations have tangible implications. If one wishes to evaluate 3.1;" using 
r,PPt(y), one can consider approximating the distribution of ~,*('(y) with a x2 distribution 
with n, degrees of freedom. In fact, such an approximation is valid in several asymptotic 
limits. Clearly, as the noise vanishes, the dependence of wYt(y) on e vanishes. That is 
lim Span ( ~ ? ( y ) )  = Range ([xTxr1.. . I(x~x) 'T])  . 
u ? 4 o  (50). 
Thus, when the noise is small enough, the independence assumption is justified. The 
independence assumption can also be justified when n, is large. Consider again wypt(y) 
and the condition that the input data is persistently exciting (lirn,,,, ~ X ' X  = V for 
some non-singular V). Then 
J-xTa: 
lim wFt(y) = lirn nm 
n,--+m 
In this limit, w;@(~) is independent of e, and siPt(y) has a non-central x2 distribution 
with n, - 1 degrees of freedom. One can also show that all wYt(y) obey similar limits; 
Thus rTt(y)  has a non-central x2 distribution with np degrees of freedom in the limit of 
large n,. 
The above arguments have motivated using the independence assumption for comput- 
ing the distribution of r:$(y) and revealed that this assumption will tend to hold when 
wYt(y) is " weakly affected by e." Stated differently, one wishes the non-centrality param- 
eter for the distribution for to  dominate the expected variance. Since a x2 random 
variable is involved, this variance is roughly the degrees of freedeom (the dimension of the 
T search space) np = n, - i + 1. Therefore as rT wLl (WL~~(XTX)- '  wkl)-' wk1 T 
becomes comparable to  np, the independence assumption will be incorrect for w;@(y) 
and rYt(y) when j > 2 .  Consider briefly the extreme case r = 0, X=X = I. Then 
'~:'~(y) - x : ~ .  The non-centrality parameter is zero, wp"(y) is totally determined by el 
and the independence assumption completely breaks down for w?(~): rF t (y)  = 0. This 
simplified example illustrates a larger point: as the independence assumption begins to 
break down, the earlier directions "steal" variance from later directions, and the correct 
distributions of r,PPt(y) for later directions will have smaller tails than the distributions 
computed using the independence assumption. When using the independence assumption 
with equation 43 to  choose nd, a test using the independence assumption will choose an 
nd less than or equal to  the nd determined using that same test with the distribution that 
properly accounts for the dependence of wfPt(y) on e. 
As discussed, SR violates the independence assumption essential for the derivation of 
the results of section 2 (properties of restriction regressors). However, as shown above, 
the wYt which SR prefers to include in W, will tend to approximate the assumption that 
wYt is independent of e. Thus section 2 is approximately valid for SR for W consisting 
of w:@ where the non-centrality parameter dominates the variance, allowing one to apply 
the results of section 2 to  SR restriction regressors. 
The significance test developed here should not be viewed as a replacement for cross- 
validation, but as a complement. Often the two approaches will give similar determinations 
of nd. However, the cross-validation techniques and significance tests rest on different 
assumptions and have varying computational needs. Significance tests will tend to impose 
less computational burden, but cross-validation will tend to be less impacted if the data 
deviate from the noise assumptions. Moreover, other approaches for determining nd can 
be developed from the viewpoint developed in this paper. 
3.4 Some properties of SR 
Because of the statistical basis for SR, one can investigate properties for this regression 
method beyond those discussed in section 2. The remainder of this subsection discusses 
further results specific to SR. Computing the expectation value of is involved. 
However, for the sake of determining the expected value of the search space, one can use 
the results in appendix C.2 and state 
E (Range( W,)) = Span (E ([wpP"~ .. . 1 wyt])) (54) 
= Span (E ([xTxi(. . . 1(xTx)'q)) (55) 
= Span ([xTxrl . . . 1(xTx)'r]) . (56 )  
Thus, w:~~(~)  provides an unbiased estimate of the "true" search space. Alternatively, 
consider the behavior of w,"P~(~) as n, is increased. Assume that the input data is 
persistently exciting, that is limn.,, $ x T X  = V for some non-singular V. For any w, 
lim T ( w , ~ )  = lim (wTq2 
n.+m n.+m wT(XTX) -lw0,2 
= lim n , ( ~ ~ i ) ~  
s--J w T ( ~ x T X ) - ~ w C ? ~  
When n, is large enough, T(W, y) will be large enough to overcome any given threshold 
for "significance" for all directions where wTr # 0. This means that if the criterion in 
equation 43 is used to determine nd, then for n, sufficiently large r E Range(Wnd) and 6 
is an unbiased estimator of r .  
Beyond the above asymptotic result, one can make other statements about bias. Ob- 
viously, 6 is an unbiased estimate of r whenever 'H;'"~" is true. Moreover, SR strives to 
choose Wnd so that r E Range(Wnd), so SR regressors will tend to have the advantages 
discussed in section 2 for restriction regressors when the bias is "small." In fact, empirical 
work such as [Negiz and Cinar, 19921 and [Mejdell, 19901 has shown that assuming the 
prediction bias is L'small" can be a good assumption for SR, so SR may yield smaller pre- 
diction intervals than one would compute using classical methods, as discussed in section 
2. 
To see further benefits of using a restriction regressor directly derived from a statistical 
foundation, consider the heteroscedastic case, that is E (eeT) = o:P. The SR method 
begins by computing the minimum-variance unbiased estimator and its variance. Thus, 
the additional error information is naturally incorporated into the procedure. PLS does 
not make use of this additional information, so PLS is not equivalent to SR in this case. If 
one draws draws an analogy to generalized least squares and rescales the data Xrescaled = 
P-ax and y,,,,,l,d = P-4 y, then performing PLS on the scaled data is equivalent to 
SR. Thus PLS rests on the assumption of homoscedasticity. 
Lastly, we touch upon the vital but difficult issue of scaling. Let q be the vec- 
tor of inputs for the i-th input; that is, let X = [ z l / .  . lz,,,]. Then w y  = xTy = 
[ z r y  z r y . .  . z:ylT. The "most significant" vector is formed from the covariances between 
the individual inputs and the output. Herein one can see the effect of scaling; if one of 
the z, is multiplied by a large constant, then that input will figure much more promi- 
nently in the "most significant" vector. Clearly, one would like to  mollify such effects. 
A common method is autoscaling: subtracting the mean from each z, and dividing the 
resulting values by the standard deviation of that z,. Autoscaling clearly removes the 
scaling effect discussed here. Moreover, when autoscaling is used, the "most significant" 
vector is formed from the correlation coefficients between the individual inputs and the 
output. This observation provides a heuristic motivation for using autoscaling when the 
inputs are uncorrupted by measurement noise. 
4 Multiple Output Problems 
The development to this point has dealt with scalar output problems. This section gen- 
eralizes the results of section 3 to problems with multiple outputs. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 
work with vector output pmbiems of the form 
where Y E P"'xnO is known, R E gimxno is an unknown regression matrix, and E  E 
%"axno is an unobservable matrix of errors. For simplicity of development, further as- 
sume that the elements of E are zeremean, independent, and homoscedastic random 
variables: E ( E )  = 0, E (ETE)  = n . o : ~  and E ( E E ~ )  = n , o : ~ .  The independence and 
homoscedasticity assumptions can be readily relaxed. The first subsection examines the 
generalization of SR for the situation where one is interested in incrementally building 
subspaces of the inputs and outputs that capture "useful" variations; such problems are 
sometimes referred to as L'factor analysis" problems. PLS will be seen to be very similar to 
the SR method for "factor analysis." The second subsection develops the SR regressor for 
vector output problems. The third subsection discusses further generalization to tensor 
data problems. 
For the scalar output case the estimate of the regression vector, 8, was restricted to 
linear combinations of a set of mutually orthogonal vectors, namely the columns of W. For 
the vector generalization, we restrict the estimate of the regression matrix, B, to linear 
combinations of a set of mutually orthogonal matrices. This orthogonality is described 
via the natural inner product for spaces of matrices, the tensor inner product. This inner 
product is defined as < A, B > = T ~ ( A B ~ )  and is the inner product that defines the 
matrix Frobenius norm: Jw = IIAllF. 
The results of section 2 generalize to the vector output case in a straight-forward 
manner. Thus one is interested in the null hypothesis 
where S E Xn'xm. For this null hypothesis, a natural test statistic is 
r(S, Y) = < R , s > ~  
Var < R, S > 
Analogous to the section 3, 7fg and the resulting test statistic provide the basis for the 
multivariable SR methods. 
4.1 Sequentially building "significant factors" 
One common objective of multivariable analysis is to develop a lower dimensional descrip 
tion of data in which most of the "useful" information has been preserved. For example, 
Principal Components Analysis has long been used to identify a small set of "loading 
vectors" that encompass the greatest portion of the variance of a set of data. More re- 
cently, several practitioners have recommended PLS when one is interested in variances 
of input data that explain variances of dependent variables. [Martens and Nm, 1989, 
Geladi and Kowalski, 19861. The approach has been found particularly effective for mul- 
tivariable stochastic process control. [Kresta et ai., 1991, Piovoso et al., 1992) 
To evaluate vectors w E 8"' and c E gnO using r(S, Y), one parameterizes the matrix 
being evaluated to be rank one, that is S = wcT. Equation 63 then becomes 
which, if normal errors are assumed, arises from a normal distribution for any given w 
and c. Next, one solves for the optimal w and c. The wcT parameterization yields 
r 1 
for woPt(y) one finds 
w q t  = x ~ x R c o P ~ ( ~ )  = x ~ Y c o P ~ ( ~ ) ~  
which corresponds to the formula for PLS (see appendix B, equation 93). Solving 
and dropping the arguments results in 
Substituting w@ from equation 66 one finds that copt satisfies 
Thus finding the eigenvector of maximum eigenvalue in equation 69 yields the copt needed 
for equation 66. Since E (RTXTXR) and & (YTY) have the same eigenvectors, one can 
\ / 
see that in using the "most significant subspace" one is selecting the c that explains the 
greatest variance in the output data. This is in contrast to PLS, where c is chosen as the 
eigenvector of y T X x T Y  with maximum eigenvalue. 
To find additional "significant vectors," one repeats the process enforcing the or- 
thogonality constraint < T t ( Y ) , ~ T t ( Y )  > = 0. Due t o  the weT parameterization, 
< SPPt(Y), SYt(Y) > = 0 if < wpPt(Y), w,op"(Y) > = 0 or < c?~(Y),c;~(Y) > = 0. The 
method developed below relies on the two assumptions: ni 2 no and < W ~ ~ ' ( Y ) ,  w y t  (Y) > 
= 0 Vi # j .  An equivalent method for the case n, < no can be developed by invoking the 
alternate second assumption < cfpt (Y) ,  c T t ( y )  > = 0 Va # j .  
Any matrix Wi-1 E Rnixnw can be factored as W,-, = Q Q R h R  where QQR E 9PXni 
is an orthogonal matrix and RQR E Rni xnw is an upper triangular matrix. A property of 
the QR decomposition is that if one partitions QQR = [ Q Q ~ , ~ , Q Q R , ~ ]  such that QQR,1 
contains the first nw columns of QQR, then the columns of QQR,2 describe the null space 
of WEl. Let the columns of Wi-1 be w Y t ( y )  through wfT1 ( Y )  and wk1 = QQR,2. For 
this problem the necessary condition for a constrained extremum is 
,which gives rise to  the eigenvector equation 
- L _ - _  _ 
wnere q E Eijnp and the arguments have Lmn suppressed. The q which is the eigenvector 
of maximum eigenvalue in equation 71 yields wpPt(y) = wLlq. The full algorithm is 
Algorithm 2 (Identieing SR factors) 
iZ = (xTx)-'xTy (72) 
wo = [0 ... 0IT, WO E Rni (73) 
DO i - 1 to  nd 
Perform Q R  factorization of W,-1 
Wi-1 * Q Q R ~  RQR (74) 
w = last n, = ni - i + 1 columns of QQfi (75) 
9 = eigenvector of maximum eigenvalue of 
T wL, x T x ~ j i T w i l _ ,  (76) 
w Y t ( y )  = w,&19 lll~kl qll (77) 
' T  opt cYt(y) = R w, (78) 
Wi opt  w ~ ~ t  w ~ ~ t  = [ W I  1 2 1 . . . 1  i I (79) 
END DO 
The only difference between this algorithm and PLS is in the specification of wYt .  
SR chooses vectors that explain the greatest variance in Y ~ Y .  To see this, use the 
alternate but equivalent second assumption < C?(Y), C , ~ ( Y )  > = 0 Vi # j. Under 
this assumption, the condition for a constrained extremum gives rise to the eigenvector 
equation 
2 T a , r q = c ~ ,  RTxTxRcil_l q (80) 
where C k 1  spans the space of allowable cYt(y). Since 
SR computes the vector in ~ a n g e ( ~ k ~ )  that explains the greatest variance in YTY. PLS 
chooses vectors using the slightly different criterion Y ~ X X ~ Y  = R ~ ( x ~ x ) ~  R, SO PLS 
can be viewed as a very close approximation to the SR method for building "significant 
factors." 
4.2 Sequentially building "significant" regressors 
We now turn to the problem of building the biased regressor B. One can develop SR 
directly from r(S, Y) using tensor operations. However, one can aIso recast the vector 
output problem as a scalar output problem and use existing results. To use the scalar 
output results, the input data matrix and the output data matrix need to  be suitably 
redefined. Normally, 
To conform to  equation 1, Y, E, and R must be transformed into column vectors. Con- 
sidering the columns of R = [rl 1 . . . I r,,] , let 
where gstacked E SRnan0 and rstacked E %n'nO. Create estacked from E is the same manner 
that ustacked was created from Y. Moreover, build Xstacked E %nanoxninO such that 
ni x no 
Xstacked 
Then equation 60 data can be described by 
&tacked = Xstacked Tstacked + estacked- ( 8 5 )  
Equation 85 is consistent with equation 1, so algorithm 1 can be used. After the SR 
process is completed, hStacked must be "unstacked" in the reverse manner from which 
?'stocked was built in equation 83. 
The difference between the SR method for regression and PLS can be easily seen 
by considering the S used in the two approaches. In PLS, S is constrained to only 
those matrices that can be described usT; thus: S is rank one and has only n, + n.; 
free parameters. However in SR regression, S is ailowed to be any matrix, and thus has 
no x n, free parameters. Generally, sfPt will be full rank (after all, gfl = a x T y ) .  
However to describe a full rank S from the PLS vectors, one must build at least no 
PLS directions, assuming ni 2 no. Building a full-rank s?Ls from the first no PLS 
loading vectors leads to T(S?;~, Y) 5 (r(sYt, Y ) ;  PLS is sub-optimal for determining 
the "most significant subspace." Another PLS variant, "one-at-a-time" PLS (OAT-PLS) 
is closely related to SR. In OAT-PLS one ignores the vector output problem and solves 
no "independent" single-output problems. However, OAT-PLS is also sub-optimal for 
determining the "most significant subspace." See [Holcomb and Morari, 19931 for further 
discussion of OAT-PLS and also the properties of PLS for vector output problems. 
4.3 Tensor problems 
Tensors are generalizations of matrices that allow one to work with a richer class of prob- 
lems than is encompassed by multivariable regression. As improvements in computer tech- 
nology have made larger and richer data structures more readily available to practitioners, 
more researchers have been pondering tensor data descriptions [Sanchez and Kowalski, 1986, 
Wold et al., 19871; tensors are particularly interesting for problems where multiple sensors 
are being used [Carey et al., 19861. 
For tensors an appropriate inner product can still be described by < A, B > = 
Tr(ABT). That is, for any tensors A, B E 3in1 x . . . x n N ,  < A, B > = Ctl ,..., i;n. a,:, ,,M b6, , , W .  
If one desired to build "significant factors," then one would define a tensor S from the 
outer product of a vector from each of the component vector spaces and optimize equatlon 
r (S,  Y). Such an approach generates "power-law" algorithms familiar to PLS researchers. 
If one desired to build a tensor restriction regressor, then the tensors can be "stacked" 
and one can use algorithm 1 and the results of section 3. 
5 Simulation Examples 
The above development focused on theoretical understanding and derivation. This section 
presents numerical studies that clarify the relationship between PLS and SR and illustrate 
the utility of the new results for problems with multiple outputs. In this study, the 
examples are simulation studies using purely synthetic data. The data are not claimed 
to correspond to any particular "real world" process; rather, the data were generated to 
conform to  the model assumptions and to illustrate the relative effectiveness of various 
methods for problems that satisfy the model assumptions. The "real world" successes of 
PLS (e.g. [Martens and N a ,  1989, Mejdell, 1990, Ricker, 19881) are suggested as evidence 
of the practical utility of SR since the two methods are closely related. 
The regression methods investigated were 
ordinary least squares (OLS), 
partial least squares using cross-validation (PLScv), 
significance regression using cross-validation (SRcv), and 
significance regression using equation 43 and the approximate distribution for T,?(~) 
defined in section 3.3 (SR). 
All examples had ten inputs and four outputs (nj = 10 and no '= 4). For each case 
study, one thousand distinct examples were examined to mitigate sampling effects in the 
numerical results. Each example was generated by the method presented in appendix D. 
Since both input variances and the values of the regression parameters varied over five 
orders of magnitude and since there were typically large variances in the input data that 
had little effect on the output, this exploration shed light on the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of the four methods for a class of problems that has historically bedeviled OLS. 
m-- - - - - -. - - 
I wu uleaaures were employed to evaluate iegisasor peifoimaace. Since the examples 
were synthetic, R was known and a point estimate of the MSE could be computed for 
each example. The measure was 
The P(RRT) term was included to produce a relative error and allow averaging over all 
one thousand examples. 
The second measure was computed based on the PRESS. For each example an addi- 
tional one hundred samples (Xnew, Ynew) were generated from the identical distribution 
as the training data, but the YneW were not corrupted by error (Enew = 0). Then 
n( ( ~ n e w B  - ~new)~(xnewB - Ymw) ) 
400 (87) 
Since the data were generated with the constraint 
the RMSPREss was averaged over the examples without normalization. Note that n, x 
no = 400 for the test set. Also, for each example, the rank (relative performance) of each 
estimator was recorded: rank = 1 if no other regressor did better for that example, rank 
= 2 if one other regressor did better, and rank = 3 if two other regressors did better. 
Table 1: Comparison of PLS and SR using cross-validation over 1,000 examples of 
synthetic data. 
- [ method 1 R M S v s E  rank RMSPRESS rank 1 
r 
OLS 860 3.0 0.36 
1 C 
V.3 1.3 n nv V .L  I 
1.2 0.19 1.2 
- - 
RMSMsE rank R M S P R ~ S S  rank 
860 3.0 0.36 3.0 
8.0 1.4 0.19 . 1.4 
1.1 1.3 0.19 1.4 
method 
OLS 
PLScv 
SRcv 
Table 2: Comparison of the approximate significance test using a 90 % threshold and 
cross-validation over 1,000 examples of synthetic data. 
A 
The average rank with respect to both MSE and PRESS was computed. In both cases, 
thirty samples were available for training (n, = 30). Where cross-validation was used to 
determine nd, ten-way (three-out) cross-validation was employed. 
The first case compared SRcv to PLScv. The results are shown in Table 1. Since PLScv 
and SRcv are similar, one should not be surprised that the two methods had similar results 
and outperformed OLS in all measures. As discussed in subsection 4.2, PLS is not optimal 
for determining the "most significant subspace" of Xn*xno. This is reflected in the MSE 
results; the RMSMsE for PLS was almost eight times that of the R M S M s ~  for SRcv. This 
difference did not appear to be crucial for prediction; SRcv and PLScv produced almost 
identical results as measured by RMSPRESS. 
The second test compared cross-validation to using equation 43 with the approximate 
distribution (F- distribution) developed in section 3.3 operating with a 90% significance 
criterion. These result are shown in Table 2. The two methods used the identical algo- 
Table 3: Comparison of the "over-simplified" significance test and cross-validation over 
1,000 examples of synthetic data. 
method 
OLS 
SR 
SRcv 
rithm to compute B. SR and SRcv have similar R M S M S ~ ,  even though SRcv used ten 
- 
RMSMsE rank RMSPRBS rank 
860 3.0 0.36 2.8 
0.9 1.4 0.25 1.7 
1.1 1.2 0.19 1.2 
times more computations than SR. Thus, in terms of RMSMsE the approximate signifi- 
cance test performed almost as well as cross-validation and was much less computationally 
demanding. Interestfngiy, the RMSMsE for SR reported in Table 2 was iess than one-eight 
of the RMSMsE for PLScv reported in Table 1. These numbers are directly comparable 
since both were generated using the same one-thousand synthetic examples. 
In the above example the 90% significance criterion was chosen arbitrarily. Next, the 
sensitivity of the results to this threshold was investigated. In this simulation an "over- 
simplified" approximate significance test was employed: reject if T%?(~) > n,+ 1. For 
large no and n, this is a crude approximation to the 50% significance threshold. Table 3 
shows the results; the "over-simplified" method had similar results to  the approximate test 
with a 90% significance test. For these simulations the results were relatively insensitive to 
the choice of threshold. In terms of the RMSPRESS, cross-validation was clearly superior 
to the approximate significance test. 
These numerical explorations illustrated several points. For the purpose of prediction 
partial least sqiiaies is viitadly ideatitical to the sieificsnce iegizssbn. H ~ w e ~ e r ,  SR vas 
clearly superior for estimation in these problems. Less computationally demanding alter- 
natives to  crossvalidation can be developed from the classical viewpoint of significance, 
but more work is needed on these significance tests. In particular, the relationship be- 
tween desired objective (e.9. RMSMsE or RMSPRESS) and choice of significance test 
needs further work. Still, even the current SR approach using approximate significance 
test outperformed PLS for estimation while using only one-tenth the computational effort. 
6 Conclusion 
This work developed a novel biased regression technique founded upon the concept of sta- 
tistical significance. The technique was applied to various linear regression models. For the 
case of vector inputs and scalar outputs, the method is equivalent to partial least squares 
(PLS). The study of the heteroscedastic model illustrated a key assumption underlying the 
PLS: PLS assumes independent homoscedastic errors. For the problem of vector inputs 
and vector outputs, two different problems were examined. First a significance regression 
method was developed for "factor analysis," that is to identify "significant subspaces" of 
the input and output spaces. PLS was almost identical to this method. Next, the sig- 
nificance regression method for multivariable regression was developed; this method was 
superior to PLS for both maximizing the "significance" objective function, r (S ,  Y), and 
for reducing the MSE of estimation in the simulation example. Generalizations for tensor 
data were also briefly discussed. 
Significance regression has several advantages. Unlike many of the more common PLS 
formulations, all of the assumptions are stated at the beginning of the process and the 
procedure follows algorithmically from these assumptions. If one changes the assumptions, 
the implications for the regression process are clear. Clearly this formulation allows one 
to  examine the appropriateness of the assumptions being used for the problem at hand. 
Additionally, the significance concept underlying the new regression technique can be 
translated directly into a null hypothesis to drive significance tests; this approach repre- 
sents an alternative to cross-validation for choosing the number of "significant subspaces." 
In a simulation example, an approximate significance test required an order of magnitude 
less computational effort than cross-validation but yielded better performance than PLS as 
measured by the MSE. More work is needed to improve and understand these significance 
+ n o  b€i,ti,. 
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A Nomenclature 
In general, capital letters represent matrices, lower case letters represent column vectors, 
and Greek letters represent scalars. Estimates are denoted by a tilde, '"'. The dimensions 
of matrices are denote by subscripted n's. 
some scalars, vectors, and matrices 
- 
variable dimension description 
b ni x 1 is the biased estimate of r. See equation 4. 
B ni x no is the biased estimate of R. 
I as appropriate is the identity matrix. 
91 nw x 1 is the component of r in the search space. ql = wTr. 
92 ni - nw x 1 is the component of r orthogonal to  the search space. qa = 
wlTr. 
r n, x 1 is the "true" regression vector. See equation 1. 
r' ni x 1 is the minimum variance unbiased estimate of r .  
R n, x no is the "true" regression matrix. See equation 60. 
S ni x no is the matrix representing the subspace under consideration. 
See equation 63 
W n, x n, is the matrix whose range defines the search space for 6. See 
equation 4. 
v variesx 1 is a vector locally defined. Any given v may or may not relate 
to any other v .  
Xj ni x 1 is the jth input data sample. 
X ns x n, input data; each row corresponds to one input sample. Thus, 
XT = [x* $2 ... ~n.1  .
91 no x 1 is the ith output data sample. 
Y n, x no is the output data. Each row corresponds to one output 
sample. Thus, yT = [y l  y2 ... yn.1 . 
p ns x no is the regression prediction of output data. 
765 y) scalar is the test statistic for S and a given Y. 
rYt (y )  scalar is the maximum of r(S, Y) over all S in the allowable space. 
dimensional descriptors 
operators 
variable description 
nd is the number of "significant subspaces" to be generated. 
n, is the number of inputs. 
no is the number of outputs. 
n~ is the number of samples. 
n, is dimension of the allowable space in which to  search for further wppt. For 
scalar output problems, n, = ni - i + 1. 
n, is the rank of W. 
a 
I 
3 
- 
operator description 
1 . 1  is the absolute value. 
( 1  )( is the Euclidean norm. llaj 1 = Jn. 
( 1  l l F  is the Frobenius (matrix Euclidean) norm. llallF = Jw =
,/=I, where ai,j are the components of A. 
[W IV] is the matrix formed by placing W and V side-by-side. 
< a,  > is the inner product. For matrices A and B, < A, B > = Tr(ABT). 
& istheexpectation. 
MSE(.) is the Mean Square Error as n, + m. See equation 5. 
PRESS(.) is the PRedicted Error Sum of Squares. See equations 6 and 7. 
Pr(euent1 is the probability of event occurring. 
Range(.) is the range; the span of the column vectors of a matrix. 
Rank(-) is the dimension of the range of an operator. 
Span(.) is the space defined by all linear combinations of the elements in a set. 
Tr(.) is the trace, the sum of the diagonal elements of a matrix. 
Var(.) is the variance. 
I 
L 
B PLS Review 
This section restates known results for partial least squares in a manner more com- 
patible with the results developed in this paper. The algorithm was primarily devel- 
oped by Wold [Wold et al., 19841. A tutorial was provided by Geladi and Kowalski, 
[Geladi and Kowalski, 19861 while H6skuldsson [Hijskuldsson, 19881 analyzed the mathe- 
matical aspects of the algorithm. Helland [Helland, 19881 illustrated important properties 
of the loading vectors (wi's). The view of PLS developed below draws strongly from 
Hijskuldson's and Helland's work. 
As described by Hijskuldsson, the PLS vectors at a given step of the process are found 
by computing the eigenvector of maximum eigenvalue in the following equations: 
Another way to  describe wqt  and copt is 
{wOPt,c0pt)=arg max < X w , Y c >  
llwll=l9 l l ~ l l = ~  
which is eauivalent t~ 
wTXTYc {w@, copt) = arg IIII Jn. 
w WC C 
Taking the gradient of equation 92 with respect to w and equating the result to  zero yields 
where 7 is an irrelevant (but known) scalar. Thus, to compute the first PLS vectors, one 
solves the eigenvector equation 90 to determine copt and then uses 93 to  produce wopt. 
For the case of scalar output, c is a scalar so woPt = XTv = XTX?. 
docz the first PLS vector hm been dekmind ,  w@ is orthgoaonally removed fro= the 
input data, and the effect of W@ and copt is subtracted from the output. The algorithm 
can thus be described: 
X1 = X (94) 
J'i = Y (95) 
Do i = 1 tond 
Let cppt be the eigenvector of maximum eigenvalue in 
f i  =PiXiw, opt C, T ~ T  
K+l = K - f i  
End Do 
In PLS, one wishes to restrict the regressor to the input space and output space de- 
scribed by the PLS "loading vectors," wyt  and c:pt. Let W = [wytl .. . lwzt] and let the 
orthonormal columns of C be such that Range(C) = ~ ~ a n ( { c : ~ ~ ,  c20Pt,.  . , copt)). n d  More- 
over, define CA s ~ &  that [ c I c ~ ~ ~  [ r l r ' l  J -   I a d  nc = Rank(C). The parameterization 
of all such allowable restriction regressors is B = WVCT where V E S n d x n c .  One solves 
for the least squared-error regressor in the classical manner. 
V O P ~  = min IIY - X W V C ~ ( ~ $  
- 
1 2  min 11 Y[CI c']-XWVC~[C I C ] ) I F  
- min 11 [YC I YC'] - [XWV 101 11% 8Cg V E ~ W  X- 
= ( w T x T x w ) - ' w T x T ~ ~ ,  
from which the PLS restriction regressor is B = w ( w ~ x ~ x w ) - ' V X ~ Y C C ~ .  
C Proofs 
C.l  Reduced variance of "restriction regressors" 
Section 2 claims Var(WWTr') > ~ar(6) .  The proof below is based directly on lemma 3.1 
of [Wahlberg and Ljung, 19921. 
Theorem 1 For the model in equation 1 and any given W such that VW = I ,  var(WWT?)- 
~ a r ( 6 )  is always a positive semi-definite synmetric matrix. 
Proof. First, recall 
var(wwT?) = W W ~ ( X ~ X ) - ' W W ~ ~ ~  and 
Let Range(V) equal the null space of wTxTx. Then [W I V ]  is full rank and wTxTxv = 
0. Next, 
Pre- and post-multiplying equation 11 1 by W W ~ U ,  yields 
wwT(xTx)- 'wwTa:  = w ( w T x T x w ) - I  wTuZ (112) 
which becomes 
Noting that W W * V ( V ~ X ~ X V ) " V ~ W W ~  is symmetric and positive semidefinite com- 
pletes the proof. 
Since va r (wwTi)  dominates ~ar(B) by a positive semidefinite matrix, one may invoke 
[Horn and Johnson, 19851 [page 4711 and further state: 
C.2 Equivalence of SR and PLS for scalar output case 
This appendix links the significance regression method (SR) to PLS for scalar output 
problems. In particular, a p m f  is developed that shows Helland's formula for the PLS 
loading vectors satisfies the necessary condition for the significant subspaces for scalar 
output models. A "significant vector" is understood to be any of the n A  vectors wFt that 
satisfies equation 34. 
Applying the necessary condition of equation 34 to the gradient of T ( W ,  y), described 
in equation 31, yields the condition 
that must be satisfied in turn by each significant vector w"(~) .  
Next consider Helland's method [Helland, 19881 for computing PLS loading vectors for 
model 2. 
Algorithm 3 (Generation of PLS loading vectors) 
wp" = [wfslw;" 1 . . . I wp"] 
END DO. 
Now we can state the theorems linking PLS and SR. Theorem 2 shows that the PLS 
vectors are also "significant vectorsn when they exist. Additional discussion shows that 
there are almost surely as many "significant vectors" as there are inputs. 
Theorem 2 Any vector satisfying the necessary condition for the ith significant vector is 
a non-zem scalar multiple of urf". 
Proof. 
This theorem is proven inductively for the nA(nd 5 nA ni) significant vectors that 
exist. 
xTx F For i = 1: Substituting the first PLS loading vector MI into expression 31 yields 
Thus, any vector satisfying the necessary condition for the first significant vector is a 
non-zero scalar multiple of the first PLS loading vector. 
Assume true for i - 1: From algorithm 3, the first column of WZ is known to be 
xTxr Moreover, the jth column is x i = 1  Q ~ , ~ ( x ~ x ) * ~ .  Since ( x T x ) * i  is linearly 
independent of ( x T x ) j f  V j  # k, j, k < i (due to the existence assumption) and 
< ( x ~ x ) ~ ~ ,  (XTX)jf > # 0 V j  and k, a k , j  # 0 V k 5 j j, k < i .  The j th column of 
w:? is also xiz1 a k ,  j ( ~ T ~ )  ki because w::; = w;P'_; by assumption. 
W a g  = W .  The necessary condition for For i ,  i  s n ~ :  From thei-lstep, W,-1 = 
the ith significant vector, Equation 117, becomes 
Notice that the left-hand side (LHS) of equation 126 can not be zero. If it were, then the 
ith significant vector could not exist. 
Now describe w,* as the sum of wpZ8 and some non-zero vector v E Range(I - 
w,-~w~T_~). This v is distinct from the v in equation 120. Then w , q  = wys  + v ,  and 
equation 126 becomes 
By extension of the argument from the i  - 1 step, @,' = C U ~ , , ( X ~ X ) ~ ? ,  where a k , i  
has the same definition as a h .  Multiplying wfJS by (XTX)-' produces xi=l a k , i ( ~ ~ X ) " l ~  
which, after multiplying through the projection matrix ( I  - Wi-1 vwtTl) yields QI ,,(I - 
wi-1 WiT_,)f. Thus equation 127 becomes 
Consider now the second term of the RHS. If { x T x f , .  . . , ( x ~ x ) ~ ' ~ )  spans gni,  then 
one can quickly see that (I - Wi,1 v- ,) (XTx)-'V is always non-zero. Additionally, one 
can show that if {XTX?, . . . , (XTX)n*~)  does not span %"+, then the additional basis 
vectors needed to span %m are eigenvectors of xTx orthogonal to the columns of W,-1. 
Thus, ( I  - W,-1 W z l ) ( ~ T ~ ) ' l ~  # 0 Vv E Range(I - w,-1 Wzl ) .  
The LHS of equation 128 and the first term of the RHS are both vectors pointing in the 
same direction, namely (I - W,-1 WE1)?, so a vector v E Range(I - W,-1 v - l )  satisfying 
v # qaf8 for any scalar q # 0 would make equation 126 insoluble. However wyPt exists 
by assumption so equation 126 must have a well-defined solution and v therefore equals 
72WrL8 for some scalar q. Since 
a w y t  exists that satisfies equation 126, 
r wpPt must be a vector pointing in the same direction as wy', and 
equation 126 is invariant to the length of wiPt, 
wp" = rpfL8 for any q # 0 must satisfy equation 126. 
The PLS loading vectors satisfy the necessary condition for the significant vectors for 
any nd 5 n A .  Since both PLS and SR compute 8 using equation 4 and the same search 
space, Range(W,,), the two methods yield the same 6. Thus PLS is a useful algorithm 
for computing the SR search space. However, the above proof raises the question: wha t  
is the value of n ~ ?  Drawing directly from Helland's results we know that n~ (which 
Helland calls M) is equal to the minimum number of right singular vectors of X (principal 
component vectors of X) required to form a basis for 7. See theorem 1 and theorem 2 of 
[Helland, 19901. Since n A  < ni only if i; is orthogonal to one of the right singular vectors 
of X, n A  = n, almost surely in practice. 
D Generation of Data for Simulation Examples 
The simulation exploration was conducted using Matlab [Moler et al., 19901. The two 
Matlab M-files used to generate the data are described below. The parameters used with 
these routines were:  train = 30, n-test = 100, d = 10, o = 4, d i n d  = 3, max-exp 
= 5, min-exp = 0, and noise = 0.5. 
The generation routine is specifically designed to produce difficult examples. The 
"true" regression vectors (columns of R) are drawn from a spherically symmetric dis- 
tribution about the origin (all directions are equally probable). However, the length of 
these vectors varies over 5 orders of magnitude. Thus, from a Bayesian viewpoint, the 
prior distribution for the regression vector is not particularly informative. The X are 
chosen independently of the R and the singular values (the square roots of the eigenval- 
ues of XTX) also vary over 5 orders of magnitude. Thus, there will be large variances 
in the X data which do not lie in any of the directions of the columns of R and there- 
fore have little effect on the output. This will trouble principal component regression 
methods that proceed by examining directions in the order of the value of their singular 
values (principal components). Lastly, three of the input variables vary independently of 
all other input variables, but the remaining seven are correlated. This covariance struc- 
ture can cause difficulties for both variable subset selection methods such as stepwise 
regression [Frank and Friedman, 19921 and for scaling methods such as autescaling (us- 
ing "standardized variables") that weight the explanatory data solely on the variance of 
each individual explanatory variable. 
D.l Routine to generate random regression problems 
function CX, y,Xt , yt ,bl =gen,dat2(n,train,n,test sds 0 *d-ind 
,max,exp ,min,exp ,noise) 
% this function generates data for linear regression problems 
noise 
is the number of samples to be the training set 
is the number of samples to be the testing set 
is the number of inputs 
is the number of outputs 
is the number of inputs NOT rotated 
and thus ' independent ' 
the largeat order of magnitude contemplated 
the smallest order of magnitude contemplated 
used for scaling the input data and 
generating the regression vector 
std deviation of the normal additive noise 
X 
% X is the input training data 
% Xt is the input testing data 
% y is the output (noise corrupted) training data 
% yt is the output (not noise corrupted) testing data 
scale = diag(abs(scaled,rand(max,exp,min-expad))); 
% these b's are for the same direction as singular vectors 
for i=l:o 
' b( : , i) = scaled,rand(max,exp,min-expad) ; 
end 
% need to build random orthogonal matrix 
% only rotate d - d-ind columns; let the rest be 
% ' approx ' independent 
d-rot = d - d-ind; 
if d-ind == d 
v = eye (d) ; 
else 
rand( 'unif om') 
v = rand (d-rot); 
[u,s,v] = svd(v); 
if d-rot == d 
v = u*v; 
else 
v = [ eye(d,ind), zeros(d,ind,d,rot); zeros(d,rot,d,ind), u*vl; 
end 
end 
% use v as an additional rotation on the data and regression vector 
rand( 'normal' ) 
X = rand(n,train,d) * scale * v; 
Xt = rand(n,test,d) * scale * v; 
b = v'*b; 
yt = Xt*b; 
%desire RMS of null predictor to be 1 
nus = sqrt(trace(yt8*yt>/ (n-teat * o) > ; 
b=b/rms ; 
yt = Xt*b; 
y = X*b + rand(n,train,o)*noise; 
D.2 Routine to generate "exponential" random numbers 
function vect = scaled,rand(u, 1 ,d> 
% this function generates a vector of random numbers that are 
% 'exponentially' distributed; that is, the probability of 
% a number having any given order of magnitude within 
% the valid range is roughly equal 
% u lowest order of magnitude allowed 
% 1 highest order of magnitude allowed 
% d is the dimension of the vector generated 
% 
% 10al < number < 10au 
for i = l:d 
vect(i) 10- ( (u - 1) * rand(1,l) + 1) ; 
end 
